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The study of the origins of the Korean War enters a new phase with the opening of the Soviet
archives.1 We might expect that the release of new documents would clarify controversies about the war, but,
as recent debate among scholars makes clear, that has not been the case.2 In her debate with Adam B.
Ulam on the role of Stalin, Kathryn Weathersby claims that Stalin was the facilitator in helping Kim Il Sung to
accomplish not Stalin’s, but Kim Il Sung’s goals.3 Yet she soon contradicts herself by identifying Stalin’s goal
of thwarting a rapprochement between the US and the People’s Republic of China (PRC).4 She comes, in
effect, close to Adam Ulam who has been advancing Stalin’s “wedge strategy.” 5 In the debate with
Weathersby, Bruce Cumings, the prominent civil war theorist, is undaunted and seeks to reinterpret new
Soviet documents within the confines of his theory. Declassified Soviet documents show that border conflicts
along the thirty-eighth parallel had direct influence on Stalin’s Korea decision. Clearly, the same Soviet
document can be interpreted differently according to the theoretical perspectives of each scholar.
This essay has two objectives. The first objective is to critically analyze civil war theories, which find
the locus of the war on the Korean peninsula, by using newly available Soviet sources. Analysis will focus on
Cumings’s civil war theory, the most systematic of the genre. There are, of course, eclectic civil war theories
which seek to incorporate external factors. William Stueck argues, for example, that “What had begun as a
conflict between Koreans aimed at eradicating the division of their country soon became a struggle of broad
international proportions.”6 Still, Stueck's theory can be subsumed in civil war theories since he explains the
origins of the war in terms of domestic factors.
Bruce Cumings explains the origins of the war in terms of the extension of border clashes along the
thirty-eighth parallel. For Cumings, a series of border conflicts constitute a permissive or underlying cause in
whose presence the war must occur “in a tract of time,” to use Hobbes’s famous metaphor, wherein “there is
no assurance to the contrary.”7 Cumings cites the belligerent policies of Syngman Rhee and Kim Il Sung as
evidence to support his theory.
The problem arises when Cumings goes further to prove his theory by referring to counterfactual
cases to explain the efficient or immediate cause of the war. The use of counterfactuals for testing theories or
hypotheses is often unavoidable in nonexperimental studies like history and international politics.8 It is more
so because Cumings lacked definitive information before the declassification of the Soviet as well as the North
Korean archives. Thus what is important is to check whether the deductive logic of his theory is consistent.
The logical consistency is maintained when he advances the controversial “second mosaic” thesis which finds
the causal factors in the provocation of the South and the counterattack by the North in the night of June 2425, 1950. Despite the consistency of the deductive logic of Cumings’s civil war theory, the real test for his
theory is to what extent it can be substantiated against newly available Soviet documents.
New Soviet documents show that the border conflicts on the Ongjin peninsula constituted the focal
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point around which the strategic calculations of Stalin and Kim revolved. This new evidence demonstrates
that Cumings’s civil war theory is successful in identifying the permissive cause of the war. Yet this essay
argues that the efficient cause is found in Stalin’s global strategy since Stalin put tight reins on the major
border conflicts which might escalate into a general war between the North and South. When Stalin gave Kim
the green light for the attack on South Korea, Stalin did not inform Mao about the fact during the Sino-Soviet
Treaty meetings in Moscow.9 Thus I find the efficient cause of the Korean War in Stalin’s rollback strategy.
This essay argues that the essence of Stalin’s rollback in Korea was to cross the US containment line and
displace the territories under the US sphere of influence for the first time since the inception of the Cold War
by using North Korean troops.
The second objective of this essay is to explain what effects Stalin anticipated with the success in his
rollback in Korea. The second objective derives from the fact that the origins of the Korean War and Stalin’s
objectives are interconnected. There is no doubt that Kim’s objective was to achieve reunification through
force. Yet Kim did not have the means to achieve his goal without Stalin’s assistance. Thus Kim’s role as the
efficient or immediate agent of causality with his irredentistic zeal is unsubstantiated despite the fact that his
belligerent policies, including his Ongjin occupation plan and provocation of a series of border conflicts,
provided a permissive environment for Stalin’s rollback in Korea. Stalin was the only one with enough power
and prestige to either give Kim the go-ahead or to make him wait. When Kim visited Moscow to finalize the
invasion plan with Stalin in April 1950, Mao was not consulted beforehand.10 New Soviet evidence shows that
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despite Kim’s repeated requests Stalin did not allow Kim to invade the South - by providing him the necessary

hardware - until there emerged an advantageous strategic environment in the Far East. Thus it is our task to
explain the specific contents of Stalin’s global strategy and to examine what effects Stalin expected to achieve
as a result of the success of the rollback in Korea.
I begin by discussing Cumings’s “second mosaic” thesis and the peculiar geographical position of the
Ongjin peninsula. Then, I develop a testable hypothesis through a detailed analysis of US intelligence reports
on the border clashes along the thirty-eighth parallel, and of recently declassified Soviet documents. I call this
hypothesis the second mosaic in reverse: the North provokes the South in an attempt to occupy the Ongjin
peninsula, the South counterattacks, and the war spread from Ongjin eastward to Chorwon, Kumhwa, and
Yangyang in the east. The hypothesis reverses the second mosaic thesis: the North, not the South, is the
provocateur.
Cumings’s “second mosaic” and the reversed second mosaic theses represent civil war theories
which find the efficient cause of the war in the provocation of either the South or North. The testing of the two
hypotheses will show that both of them cannot be substantiated since Stalin would not permit Kim to capture
the Ongjin peninsula. The war would begin only when and where Stalin regarded it as contributing to his
global Cold War strategy. Thus I find the efficient cause of the war in Stalin’s rollback strategy. Stalin’s
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rollback theory will shed new light on the timing of the North Korean invasion: why June 1950 rather than
earlier? Then, I discuss what effects Stalin expected to achieve as a result of the success of the rollback in
Korea. I conclude by discussing the possibility of the theoretical synthesis of civil war and Stalin’s rollback
theories.
Cumings’s Second Mosaic and the Ongjin Peninsula
Cumings uses three mosaics to explain the origins of the war. 11

The first mosaic is the

American/South Korean official view that the Soviet Union and North Korea launched a secretly planned,
unprovoked attack. The third mosaic is the North Korean view that the South launched a surprise invasion
against the North. Cumings expresses “considerable doubt” about the first mosaic and dismisses the third as
North Korean propaganda.12
Cumings then presents the second mosaic: “the South provoked the war.”13 The essence of the
second mosaic is that the war was sparked by the South’s provocation on the Ongjin peninsula, and quickly
spread to the thirty-eighth parallel with the mobilization of Northern troops:
[T]he North was exercising large numbers of troops, and suddenly turned south. This would
be consistent either with a closely-held plan for invasion, or a response to a southern
provocation: but most likely both.14
The South’s provocation on the Ongjin peninsula becomes, according to Cumings, “a neglected thread in3
unraveling how this [war] was begun.”15 “Some minor lunges across the border” constitute “one very queer
detail” to be used to “demolish the official logic or construct an alternative logic.”
The region from the Ongjin peninsula to the city of Kaesong constitutes the westernmost sector of the
thirty-eighth parallel when the parallel was divided into four sectors.16 The parallel passed through many
strategically important military heights on the Ongjin peninsula such as the Eunpa and Turak Mountain. Two
important border cities, Ongjin and Haeju, were located in the South and North of the parallel, respectively.17
There were no inland roads to the peninsula from the South, thus Ongjin was cut off from the rest of South
Korea. South Korean military troops and supplies had to be brought there by sea from the port of Inchon near
Seoul.
Dean Rusk, then a colonel on the US War Department General Staff, ignored the anomalous position
of the Ongjin peninsula when he recommended the thirty-eighth parallel as the dividing line to receive the
surrender of Japanese forces with the Soviet Union.18 The reason was that he considered it important to
include the capital of Korea, Seoul, in the area of American occupation. Despite the inclusion of Seoul and
Inchon in the area of American responsibility, the anomalies of the Ongjin peninsula posed serious logistical
problems to the US occupation forces.
In an attempt to solve the problem arising from the anomalous position of the Ongjin peninsula, the
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American delegation proposed to put the issue of the “partial and local changes of boundaries along the
thirty-eighth parallel” on the agenda of the Joint US-Soviet Conference held in accordance with the
Communiqué of the Moscow Conference of Foreign Ministers to coordinate administrative-economic matters
between the two occupation commands.19 Colonel General T. F. Shtykov, the chief of the Soviet delegation
and, later, Soviet Ambassador to North Korea, refused to put the issue on the joint agenda after the
consultation with Moscow.20
In Cumings's view, the Ongjin peninsula is the “civil genesis” of the Korean War. Specifically, he finds
the efficient cause in the provocation by the South on the peninsula which ignited the war with the chain
reaction by the North. Probably the aim of the provocation was to seize the city of Haeju of North Korea in the
night of June 24-25, 1950.21
In the face of the provocation by the South, North Korea suddenly mobilized large, if not full, forces.
Thus Cumings concludes that:
[T]he war began in the same, remote locus of much of the 1949 fighting, the Ongjin
peninsula, and some hours later spread along the parallel westward, to Kaesong, Chunchon,
and the East Coast.22
In view of the sudden mobilization of North Korean forces, Cumings does not exclude the possibility that the
aim of the North was “to grab and hold Seoul, and form a coalition government.” 23 Yet in the face of
unexpected and rapid collapse of South Korean forces, the North Korean forces “just kept on rolling.”24
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The claim that the South attacked Haeju early in the morning of 25 June was dismissed by the South
Korean official history of the war as “a completely exaggerated false report contrary to the facts.”25 Moreover,
new Soviet documents show that Stalin dispatched Lieutenant General Vasiliev, a hero of the German-Soviet
conflict in World War II, to prepare the invasion plan before the secret Stalin-Kim meeting was held in Moscow
in April 1950.26 Vasiliev completed the plan with General Kang Kon, the Chief of Staff of North Korea on May
29, 1950.27 Following this plan, on June 12, 1950, North Korean troops began to move and completed their
concentration to the advance positions near the thirty-eighth parallel on June 23, 1950.28
On June 24, 1950, North Korean divisional commanders were given orders about the exact time and
date of the invasion, 4:40 a.m. of June 25, 1950.29 The North Korean Defense Minister explained the invasion
to North Korean soldiers in terms of “counter-attack” operations which resulted from the provocation of the
South along the parallel. The emphasis on the civil nature of the war arising from the provocation of the South
also became the official view of the Soviet government.30 After the capture of Seoul by the North, Stalin sent
an order to “push on” to capture the whole of the South.31 Thus Cumings's argument that the efficient cause
of the war can be found in the South's provocation on the Ongjin peninsula clashes with the historical
evidence.
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The Second Mosaic in Reverse
Despite its failure to explain the efficient cause of the war, Cumings's civil war theory is useful in
developing a testable hypothesis, that is, the reversed second mosaic. We have seen that the South was at a
strategic disadvantage on the Ongjin peninsula. It required twelve hours to reinforce Southern troops and
bring supplies by sea from the port of Inchon, whereas the Northern resupply was just one hour away by road.
This strategic advantage for the North was not overlooked by Kim Il Sung. Recently declassified Soviet
documents show that Kim advocated the capture of the Ongjin peninsula just after the withdrawal of US
forces from South Korea in late June 1949.32
Kim’s plan was succinctly summarized in the report of Grigorii I. Tunkin, chargé d’affaires of the
Soviet Embassy in Pyongyang:
The [Ongjin attack] proposal of Kim Il Sung amounts to the following: at the beginning to
strike the South Korean army on the Ongjin peninsula, to destroy the two regiments located
there, to occupy the territory of the peninsula and the territory to the east of it, for example to
Kaidzio [Kaesong], and then to see what to do further. After this blow the South Korean
army may become demoralized. In this case move further to the south. If the South Korean
army is not demoralized as a result of the Ongjin operation, to seal the borders seized, to
shorten in that way the line of defense approximately by one third [120km].33
Ambassador Shtykov did not have authority to approve Kim’s Ongjin plan. Thus Shtykov promised to relay
Kim’s plan to Stalin.
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Just before Kim presented the Ongjin occupation plan to Shtykov, the North launched a major attack
on three points on the Ongjin peninsula - Turak Mountain, Undong, and Kuksa Height - at 5 a. m. on August
4, 1949.34 The attack was probably launched to demonstrate the military feasibility of North Korean troops
occupying the region. Kim’s intention was demonstrated by the use of the 3rd Border Constabulary Brigade
commanded by Major General Choi Hyon who was Kim’s confident.35 The North had mobilized less than one
or two battalions in most of the border clashes in the past. The August 4 attack, however, involved
approximately two regiments supported by artillery units.36 The main assault among three attack points came
directly north of the parallel, at Kuksa Height, with one regiment reinforced by one battalion and supported by
120mm mortars and 122mm howitzers.
The objective of the main assault was to take the city of Ongjin. North Korean troops reached the
outskirts of Ongjin before the Korean Army (KA) repulsed them. Early in the battle, two companies of the KA
were almost completely wiped out.37 Estimated KA losses totaled 53 dead and 121 wounded.38 It was
reported that North Korean casualties involved 266 killed, 295 wounded, and one captured.39
The Korean Army reinforcement departed Inchon by landing ship tank (LST) at 3 a.m. on August 5.
Yet the tide prohibited immediate debarkation of KA troops, further evidence of the strategic disadvantage for
the South on the Ongjin peninsula.40 The eventual arrival of the reinforcements brought the strength of the KA
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to roughly two infantry regiments and one battery of 105mm howitzers.

After the KA succeeded in

dislodging North Koreans from two strategic salients, the region was relatively quiet and serious fighting did
not flare up until the middle of October 1949.41
The behavior of South Korean political and military leaders also suggests that the reversed second
mosaic was a highly probable scenario since South Korean leaders considered the defense of the Ongjin
peninsula vital to the security of the ROK. Despite opposition from the US military advisors in Korea, the
South Korean government reinforced the region with a large number of troops whenever the North provoked
the South in the area.42
When a battalion of North Korean forces attacked Ongjin on May 28, 1949, President Rhee decided
to reinforce South Korean forces in the area with a regiment.43 The decision to send such a large number of
forces was made “without the prior knowledge and contrary to the long-standing advice of the Senior
American Military Advisor.”44 President Rhee considered the Ongjin peninsula indispensable to the territorial
integrity of the ROK, and in a statement released to foreign correspondents expressed his determination to
defend Ongjin:
We will do the same whenever the misguided people of the North...encroach on that part of
Korea [Ongjin] which is governed by Koreans. We will do this with or without further aid from
the other democratic peoples of the world.45
President Rhee’s determination was shared by the leaders of the Korean Army (KA). On August 5,6
1949, a day after a massive North Korean attack on Ongjin, Brigade General William L. Roberts, the Chief of
the Korean Military Advisory Group (KMAG), met with Captain Shin Sung Mo, National Defense Minister of
the ROK, and General Chae Pyong Duk, Chief of Staff, to review the Ongjin situation.46 Shin conveyed the
view of the general staff of the KA to Roberts:
The [South Korean] military were insistent that the only way to relieve pressure on Ongjin
would be to drive north. The military urged mounting an immediate attack north towards
Charwon[sic - Chorwon].47
Thus the South Korean military leaders were determined to take every measure to defend the Ongjin
peninsula, including launching a direct attack on the North, since the city of Chorwon was located at 20 miles
north of the thirty-eighth parallel.
For both political and military reasons, the North Korean attack on the Ongjin peninsula would have
deep political ramifications for the southern regime. How can a modern nation-state justify itself if it cannot
defend its own territorial integrity? Any compromise of territorial integrity of the ROK would also have dealt a
devastating blow to the effectiveness of the Rhee government. This may have been exactly what Kim Il Sung
hoped for. For military reasons, the Korean Army might have driven north to take Chorwon or other cities
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north of the parallel in an attempt to relieve pressure on the Ongjin peninsula.48 Thus the Ongjin attack had
the possibility of unleashing a general war between the North and South. Hence the second mosaic in
reverse: Kim Il Sung seeks to occupy the Ongjin peninsula, the South counterattacks in either Ongjin or other
areas north of the parallel, and the border conflict erupts into a general war.
We have developed the hypothesis, called the second mosaic in reverse, through a detailed analysis
of US intelligence reports on the border incidents, and of Kim’s Ongjin occupation plan. Testing the hypothesis
will help us to clarify the efficient cause of the war.
Testing of the Reversed Second Mosaic
Let us examine the reversed second mosaic in light of Stalin’s response to Kim’s Ongjin occupation
plan. On August 27, 1949 Shtykov reported to Stalin Kim’s plans to invade the South and to occupy the
Ongjin peninsula.49

In the briefing, Shtykov advanced the view that the North should not be permitted to

invade the South, citing the existence of two internationally recognized states on the peninsula. 50 The
possibility that the US would intervene to support the South could not be discounted. Furthermore, he cited
the failure of the North to secure predominant military capabilities over the South. Shtykov argued that the
Ongjin plan was militarily feasible, but the operations could turn into a prolonged war if the

South

counterattacked.
In the absence of Ambassador Shtykov, Kim Il Sung ordered his personal secretary and Russian
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translator Mun Il to see chargé d'affaires Tunkin on September 3, 1949. 51 Mun repeated Kim’s Ongjin
occupation plan, adding that “Kim Il Sung is convinced that they [North Koreans] are in a position to seize

South Korea in the course of two weeks, maximum 2 months” if the international circumstances were
favorable after the Ongjin operations. “Favorable international circumstances” probably meant American nonintervention.
Upon the receipt of Tunkin’s report of September 3, Andrei Gromyko, Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs, instructed Tunkin to meet Kim and clarify questions related to Kim's Ongjin occupation plan.52 The
next day Tunkin met Kim and reported the results of the meeting and his own recommendations to Moscow.53
Tunkin reported that Kim’s Ongjin plan would result in a civil war between the North and South since most of
the leaders of the two Koreas supported reunification through force.

Tunkin’s analysis anticipated the

development of the scenario of the reversed second mosaic: Provoked by the North’s move on Ongjin, the
South would attack Chorwon or other areas in the North. Yet Tunkin recommended that the Soviet Union
prevent the reversed second mosaic from happening.
In addition to the possibility of a general war between the North and South, Tunkin also objected to
Kim's request to occupy Ongjin because of the impossibility of a speedy victory of the North. The Ongjin
attack would lead to a prolonged war if the North failed to secure military predominance over the South.
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Moreover, he did not exclude the possibility of direct American intervention to rescue the South when the
Ongjin operations developed into a prolonged war. Thus Tunkin concluded that the North must not be
permitted to launch the Ongjin attack, much less the general invasion.
In the same report, Tunkin explained why the US might aid the South. In his view, American attitudes
in the Far East would be stiffened following the defeat of Chiang Kai-shek in China. When the North did
invade the South in June 1950, the intelligence estimate of the Office of Intelligence Research (OIR) of the US
State Department was concerned about the negative impact resulting from another Communist victory on the
heels of Mao’s victory in mainland China:
A severe blow would be dealt US prestige throughout Asia and the encouragement which
has been felt in widely scattered areas in consequence of the promise of more active
American support of anti-Communist forces would be reversed. Equally important, the
feeling would grow among South East Asian peoples that the USSR is advancing invincibly,
and there would be a greatly increased impulse to “get on the bandwagon.”54
The OIR report recommended the “effective intervention” in the Korean War.55 Tunkin’s anticipation of direct
American intervention in the war proved right.
After Stalin reviewed the recommendations of Ambassador Shtykov and Counselor Tunkin, the final
decision on Kim’s invasion and Ongjin occupation plans was made and sent to the North in the form of the
decision of the Politbureau of the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party on September 24,
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1949.56 The Politbureau decision stated that because the North was not militarily prepared for an invasion,
the result might also be a prolonged, indecisive war. While the decision rejected an invasion, it did encourage
strong guerrilla activities in the South which might weaken the Rhee regime.57
On the Ongjin occupation plan, the Politbureau decision stated:
As regards a partial operation to seize Ongjin peninsula and the region of Kaesong, as a
result of which the borders of North Korea would be moved almost to Seoul itself, it is
impossible to view this operation other than as the beginning of a war between North and
South Korea, for which North Korea is not prepared either militarily or politically.58

We have seen that South Korean political and military leaders would not permit the North to occupy the
Ongjin peninsula. The Korean Army would drive north to take Chorwon or other cities north of the parallel in
an attempt to relieve pressure on the Ongjin peninsula. The Soviet Politbureau’s analysis of the Korean
situation reflected concerns about the development of situations where the reversed second mosaic might
take place. On these grounds, the Politbureau rejected Kim’s occupation plan since the North was not
prepared for a general war with the South.
In addition to the Politbureau decision, there is further evidence that Stalin put tight reins on Kim until
the emergence of a more auspicious strategic environment for the Soviet Union in the Far East. Stalin's
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dominant role in the Korean decision can be seen in his handling of a major border incident which took
place contrary to the order of the Politbureau decision of September 24, 1949.
The North launched a massive attack on strategic Unpa Mountain on the Ongjin peninsula on
October 14, 1949.59 Soviet advisors were directly involved in Ongjin operations.60 After this border incident, a
proposal was made to the Politbureau to investigate whether Ambassador Shtykov had faithfully carried out
its decision of September 24, 1949, which prohibited Kim from provoking a major border incident.61 Gromyko
repeated this warning to Shtykov in a telegram dated October 27, 1949:
It was forbidden to you to recommend to the government of North Korea that they carry out
active operations against the South Koreans without approval of the Center, and it was
indicated to you that it was necessary that you present to the Center timely reports on all
actions which are being planned and events which are occurring along the 38th parallel.62
After the order was delivered to Shtykov and Kim, no major border fighting along the thirty-eighth parallel
occurred until the outbreak of the war in June 1950.
This drop in major border incidents was noted in intelligence reports of the Far East Command which
Cumings calls “unimpeachable American archival documentation.”63 From October 21, 1949, to February 14,
1950, the US intelligence reports recorded that “all incidents were of a minor nature.”64 Stalin's response to
the October Ongjin incident and the decrease in Northern provocation demonstrate that Stalin sought to
curtail border conflicts that might flare up into a general war between the North and South before a more9
opportune moment.
The analysis of Kim’s Ongjin occupation plan and Stalin’s response to the plan and the October
border incident demonstrates that Stalin gauged the North Korean invasion in light of his global Cold War
strategy.65 Kim Il Sung recognized Stalin’s dominant role in his conversation with Ambassador Shtykov: “he
[Kim] himself cannot begin an attack, because he is a communist, a disciplined person and for him the order
of Comrade Stalin is law.”66 Thus the transfer of the decision from Stalin to Kim never happened.67
Moreover, the hypothesis of the reversed second mosaic cannot be substantiated since Stalin would
not permit Kim to capture the Ongjin peninsula which might embroil the Soviet Union in a war on the Korean
peninsula which might develop into a general war with American intervention. The war would begin only
when and where Stalin regarded it as contributing to the pursuit of his global Cold War strategy. Thus the
efficient cause of the Korea War can be adequately understood only when we take into account Stalin's global
strategy.
The testing of Cumings’s “second mosaic” thesis and the reversed second mosaic demonstrates that
civil war theories fail to explain the efficient cause of the war. Nonetheless, the tit-for-tat strategy of the North
and South for Ongjin border clashes, Kim’s Ongjin occupation plan, and Stalin’s response to it show that
Cumings’s civil war theory is successful in locating the permissive cause of the war with the use of the US
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archives before the opening of the Soviet archives. Yet the identification of the permissive cause does not
provide sufficient explanation for the locus of the war. Thus it is our task to explain the specific contents of
Stalin’s global strategy and to examine what effects Stalin anticipated with the success of his strategy in
Korea.
An Alternative Hypothesis: Stalin’s Rollback
In contrast to Cumings’s “second mosaic” and the reversed second mosaic theses, Stalin’s rollback
hypothesis seeks to explain the efficient cause of the war in terms of Stalin’s global strategy in the Cold War.
The essence of Stalin’s rollback in Korea was to cross the US containment line and displace the territories
under the US sphere of influence for the first time since the beginning of the Cold War by using North Korean
troops. Stalin’s rollback hypothesis would be better understood if we set it against American rollback after
MacArthur’s victory at Inchon. The US under the flag of the UN crossed the containment line set at the thirtyeighth parallel to remove North Korea from the Soviet sphere of influence. The two superpowers exchanged
rollback on the Korean peninsula, and would never do it again during the Cold War period.
The success of Stalin’s rollback in Korea would make the Soviet Union look like marching invincibly in
the Far East. The fall of Korea into the Soviet sphere of influence would have the negative psychological
impact on Japan. 68 Stalin explained one of his rollback objectives in terms of the disruption of the
consolidation of Japan as a US ally in Asia.69 The creation of the unbroken arc of cordon sovietaire encircling
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Japan from Soviet power positions in Sakhalin in the northeast and in the Korean peninsula in the southwest

would exert significant psychological pressure on Japan to stay neutral in the Cold War.70 George F. Kennan,
the architect of the US containment policy, regarded Japan as one of the five regions of the world “where the
sinews of modern military strength could be produced in quantity” with “industrially trained and highly
educated manpower.”71 Japan’s shift to the neutrality would disrupt US plans to resuscitate Japan as a
reliable ally.
The subtlety of Stalin’s rollback strategy was aptly captured by John Foster Dulles, then Consultant to
the Secretary of State on the Japanese Peace Treaty:
The[North Korean] attack does have the effect of giving renewed importance in Japan to
military factors and making difficult a transition to political, economic, and social autonomy.72
The disruption of the transfer of the occupation power to the Japanese authority would aggravate USJapanese relations. The continued occupation of Japan might incur a violent hostility and arouse popular
resistance like the US had witnessed in South Korea. The undercurrent of doubt about US intentions with a
prolonged occupation would reduce Japan’s utility and reliability as an ally.73 Thus Japan would become a
point of weakness rather than of strength in the Far East. These effects are what Stalin expected from his
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rollback in Korea.
In addition to Stalin’s concern about the emergence of Japan as a US ally in the Far East, the
absorption of South Korea by the North would have a great symbolic value for the Soviet Union. The loss of
Korea would be dealt a severe blow to the prestige of the US which played the dominant role in the creation of
South Korea. Prestige as “the reputation for power” constitutes an important psychological aspect of power in
international politics.74
The term “prestige” derives from the Latin, meaning “juggler’s tricks” and “to dazzle the eyes.” Let me
take an example from the Korean War to show what this means in international politics. General MacArthur’s
brilliant success of the Inchon landing resulted in the development of what General Ridgway called “an almost
superstitious regard for General MacArthur’s infallibility.” 75 As the original meaning of the term “prestige”
shows, MacArthur’s dazzling performance at Inchon heightened his own prestige. MacArthur’s reputation
was so elevated that he appeared infallible. Acheson noted that even President Truman made a “pilgrimage”
to Wake island to show his respect for the general.76 Likewise, Stalin also expected that the dazzling victory
on Korea would make the Soviet Union look like advancing invincibly in the Far East. Thus the enhancement
of Soviet prestige was one of the most important effects which Stalin sought to achieve through his rollback in
Korea.
Do we have any evidence from the Soviet archives to support the emphasis of Stalin’s rollback theory
on his concern about prestige?77 Stalin’s telegram to Mao provides an important clue to this question. Stalin
emphasizes the importance of prestige in the analysis of the reasons for American intervention:
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[T]he USA, despite its unreadiness for a big war, could still be drawn into a big war out of
[consideration of] prestige, which, in turn, would drag China into the war, and along with this
draw into the war the USSR, which is bound with China by the Mutual Assistance Pace.78
Stalin’s analysis of American intentions represented the mirror image of his concern about prestige in his
rollback in Korea. Thus, for Secretary of State Dean Acheson, American intervention aimed to defeat Stalin’s
rollback because “to back away from this challenge, in view of our [American] capacity of meeting it, would be
highly destructive of the power and prestige of the United States.”79 Yet for Acheson, the defeat of Stalin’s
rollback must be achieved without provoking Stalin into a general war.80
In pursuing his rollback strategy in Korea, Stalin also expected to drive a wedge between the US and
the PRC by creating untenable political and military environments in the Far East.81 The net result would be
to make Mao dependent on the Soviet Union, thus preventing the emergence of a Tito in Asia. For Stalin, this
state of affairs occurred when the US Seventh Fleet occupied the Taiwan straight. Thus the Korean War
resulted in the delay of normalization of relations between the US and the PRC for twenty years, and ushered
in what is called the “golden age” in Sino-Soviet relations until 1958. 82
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Stalin’s pursuit of the wedge strategy contributes to explaining the timing of the North Korean

invasion: Why June 1950 rather than earlier?83 The establishment of the PRC contributed to the emergence
of a “transnational network” embracing North Korea, Manchuria, and the Soviet Far East.84 Stalin sought to
consolidate the North Korean-Manchurian-Soviet Far Eastern region into the “strategic complex.” 85 The
consolidation of this strategic complex was made possible through a secret protocol to the main Sino-Soviet
Alliance Treaty. The existence of the additional treaty was widely rumored, but not confirmed until 1989.86
The secret protocol stipulated that the citizens of third countries such as those of the US and Britain
were not allowed “settle or carry out any industrial, financial, trade, or other related activities in Manchuria and
Xinjiang, and the Soviet Union would impose comparable restrictions on the Soviet Far East and the Central
Asian republics.” 87 The agreement cleared Manchuria of any outside interference.

Stalin's attempt to

consolidate the strategic complex before the Korean War demonstrates his careful attention to cultivating an
advantageous strategic environment.
The strategic complex would appear as a formidable threat when MacArthur demanded the
expansion of hostilities into Manchuria after the defeat of the UN offensive of November 24, 1950. O.
Edmund Clubb, a Chinese specialist of the US State Department, called the strategic complex “a trap vaster
in scope than anything dreamed of by Machiavellian strategists of former eras.”88 Thus the expansion of the
war in Stalin's strategic complex meant ”slowly sinking in the quagmire of that vast waste over which no
victory could be anything but pyrrhic.” If the US expands the war into Manchuria, Stalin would stigmatize the
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US as an aggressor and invoke the mutual defense clause of the Sino-Soviet Alliance Treaty.89 If the US
entered what Clubb called “a vast wasteland” and bogged down as the Japanese imperialist did, the US
would have faced a disaster twenty years before that in Vietnam. Stalin’s decision to approve Kim’s plan was
not “reckless war-making of the worst kind,” but was a carefully planned rollback policy.90
In addition to the signing of the secret protocol, Dean Acheson’s National Press Club speech had

great influence on Stalin who carefully studied it.91 Acheson stated that the US defensive perimeter in the Far
East ran from the Aleutians, through Japan and the Ryukyus(Okinawa), to the Philippines, excluding South
Korea.92 Before Acheson’s speech, Soviet diplomats began boycoting UN functions on January 8, 1950 to
protest the refusal of the UN for the admission of the PRC. Jacob Malik, the Soviet representative to the UN,
withrew from the UN on January 13. Despite Acheson’s complaint that his speech was muffled by Malik’s
walk-out, it is no doubt that the speech had great impact on Stalin’s decision to permit Kim’s invasion of the
South.93 Malik did not attend the Security Council meeting of June 25, 1950 with the direct order from Stalin,
thus opening the way for UN intervention against the North Korean attack.94 Recently declassified Mao’s
conversation with former Soviet Ambassador Pavel Yudin shows that Stalin seriously miscalculated regarding
the possibility of the formation of UN forces to aid the South.95
As soon as the details of Sino-Soviet alliance treaties, including the secret protocol, were finalized at
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the end of January 1950, Stalin expressed his desire to approve the North Korean invasion. On January
30, 1950 he cabled Ambassador Shtykov:
He [Kim Il Sung] must understand that such a large matter in regard to South Korea such as
he wants to undertake needs large preparation. The matter must be organized so that there
would not be too great a risk. If he wants to discuss this matter with me, then I will always be
ready to receive him and discuss with him. Transmit all this to Kim Il Sung and tell that I am
ready to help him in this matter.96
In April 1950 the Stalin-Kim meeting was held in Moscow to discuss the invasion plan in April 1950. In the
meeting, Stalin approved the invasion with one condition: “the question [of the North Korean invasion] must be
decided finally by the Chinese and Korean comrades together, and in case of a disagreement by the Chinese
comrades, the resolution of the question must be put off until there is a new discussion.”97
After the Moscow meeting with Stalin, Kim went to Beijing to meet Mao on May 13, 1950.98 Kim
conveyed Stalin's condition to Mao, yet Mao wanted confirmation of the Stalin-Kim agreements directly from
Stalin. Thus on May 14, 1950, N. V. Roshchin, Soviet Ambassador to China, delivered Stalin's message in
which Stalin repeated what he had given the exactly same condition to Kim. After reviewing Stalin’s telegram,
Mao agreed to the North Korean invasion.

Thus Stalin’s Korea decision resulted from his deliberate

maneuver to coordinate three Communist countries for his rollback strategy.
With the consolidation of the strategic complex in the Far East and the expansion and equipment of
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the KPA with Soviet weapons, the date for the invasion was set on June 25, 1950. Stalin’s rollback began as
North Korean troops, deployed within 10-15 Km north of the parallel from June 12, 1950, crossed the
parallel.99 As Clausewitz says, every war takes place in a realm of twilight, yet Kim Il Sung asserted - wrongly
- that victory would be swift.100

Kim might also have been certain that the Soviets would aid the North if the war turned sour. Yet
Stalin sought to avoid direct confrontation with the US in Korea which might lead to a general war. Every
measure was taken to conceal Soviet involvement in the planning and execution of the war. The revelation of
Soviet involvement could be used as the pretext for the US to hold the Soviet Union directly responsible for
the war, thus greatly increasing the possibility of direct US-Soviet conflict on the Korean peninsula. 101
Moreover, whenever Kim sought to embroil the Soviets in the war, Stalin rejected Kim's requests, wanting to
limit his rollback.
For example, three days before the beginning of the war, Stalin ordered the Soviet Embassy in
Pyongyang that no coded telegrams should be exchanged between the Embassy and the Soviet Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.102 Stalin’s prohibition of the exchange of coded telegrams reflected his concern about the
revelation of direct Soviet involvement in the planning and execution of the war. Three days into the war with
North Korean troops occupying Seoul, Kim asked Stalin to permit the group of Soviet advisors, including
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General Vasiliev, to join the KPA Advanced Field Headquarters in Seoul on July 4, 1950.103 Because the
stationing of Soviet advisors might have been construed as Stalin's determination to directly confront the US
on the peninsula, Kim’s request was rejected, and Vasiliev was ordered to stay in Pyongyang.104 And when
North Korean troops were routed and Kim asked direct Soviet assistance, Stalin refused to send Soviet troops
and, instead, prodded Mao to dispatch Chinese troops.105 These examples show that Stalin’s rollback was
geographically limited to the Korean peninsula.
The geographically limited nature of Stalin’s rollback was dictated by the political objectives Stalin
sought to achieve in his Korea decision. The objectives were to disrupt a unilateral peace treaty of the US
with Japan and to deal a severe blow to the prestige of the US. The erosion of American prestige in the Far
East would generate doubt about American commitments among allies in Europe. For Stalin, these objectives
could be achieved without provoking the US into a general war.
Conclusions
In contrast to Cumings’s “second mosaic” and the reversed second mosaic theses, Stalin’s rollback
theory facilitates our understanding of Stalin’s policies by setting the range of expectations.

Two brief

examples demonstrate the explanatory power of Stalin’s rollback theory.
First, we can expect that Stalin was determined to score a victory on the Korean peninsula when he
decided to approve and support the North Korean invasion. The amount of Soviet aid to the North bears out
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this expectation. Stalin approved the North Korean purchase of Soviet weapons and equipments in the

amount of $50 millions.106 This is the same amount of Soviet loans to the PRC in 1950 and implies the
enormity of Stalin’s support for the much smaller North Korea.107
Before the declassification of Soviet documents, Cumings wondered why the Soviet Union had not
supplied advanced weaponry such as the new Stalin tank. Cumings did not exclude the possibility that the
North could have acted independently in invading the South since the North was “by no means reliant solely
on Soviet arms.”108 Yet the new Stalin tank with a listed weight of approximately 51 tons was far too heavy for
bridges in Korea.109 General Roberts, the Commander of the KMAG, raised the same doubt when the South
requested a type of US tanks weighing forty-six tons:
Limits on Korean railroads due to bridge capacity is thirty tons. I think they [the South
Koreans] have failed to reckon with the problem of distribution of such tanks once they were
received in Korea.110
Thus the Soviet Union helped the North to organize a tank brigade with T-34 medium tanks equipped with
new high-velocity 85mm guns.111 The medium tank weighed 29 tons. The equipment of the North Korean
Army with efficient Soviet weaponry can be construed as the expression of Stalin’s determination to score a
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victory on the Korean peninsula.
Second, scholars are debating whether Stalin reneged on his promise to provide air cover for China
when China intervened in the war. Stalin’s rollback theory anticipates that Stalin was willing to provide air
cover as long as it does not develop into a general war between the US and the Soviet Union. The Chinese
specialists claim that Stalin reneged on air cover when Stalin-Mao talks took place in Moscow in early October
1950, thus forcing Mao to reconsider his decision to send troops in Korea.112 Yet new Soviet documents
show that Stalin was consistent in his promise for air cover since July 5, 1950 when he decided to provide air
cover at the request of the PRC.113 This fact fits the rollback theory.
The distinction between the permissive and efficient causes of the war provides us with the possibility
of synthesizing the study of the origins of the Korean War. The contributions of Cumings’s civil war theory lie
in the clarification of the permissive cause of the war which is found in a series of border clashes along the
parallel.

New Soviet documents demonstrate that major border conflicts had direct impact on Stalin’s

strategic calculations.
Nonetheless, the clarification of the permissive cause of the war is not sufficient for the explanation of
the origins of the war although major border clashes always had the potential to escalate into a general war
between the North and South without any outside great power to restrain it. Yet the two Koreas did not exist
in a vacuum. The US and Soviet Union put tight reins on Rhee and Kim, respectively.114 The Korean War
broke out only when Stalin approved and supported the North Korean invasion by capitalizing Kim’s
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irredentistic zeal to reunify the nation by the use of force. When Stalin decided to approve the invasion on
January 30, 1950, he did not inform Mao about the fact while they held the Sino-Soviet treaty meetings in
Moscow. Thus Stalin’s global strategy constitutes the efficient cause of the war which can be explained in
terms of Stalin’s rollback strategy in Korea. The two poles of civil war and Stalin’s rollback theories will help
us to have a clear perspective on the origins of the Korean War.
In the face of Stalin’s rollback in Korea, the US, under UN auspices, responded with its huge warmaking capabilities. After MacArthur’s dazzling victory at Inchon, the US pursued its counter-rollback by
crossing the thirty-eighth parallel and marching to the Yalu River.

Rosemary Foot rightly captures the

consequences of the Korean War which resulted from the exchange of rollback by the two superpowers on
the Korean peninsula:
Koreans, both North and South, also suffered enormous hardships as the conflict engulfed
their country…To the major powers it may have been a limited war, but to the inhabitants of
the country, it must have seemed total.115
Stalin, who had killed millions of innocent Soviet citizens, was unlikely to care much about the
calamities visited on the Korean nation if the war served his broader political objectives. What Kim Il Sung
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perhaps did not foresee was the disastrous consequences of his reunification policy by the use of force.
From the standpoint of a consequentialist ethic of responsibility, we cannot overlook Kim’s naiveté about
Stalin’s strategic calculations and his responsibility for a disaster unprecedented in the history of Korea.116 No
doubt, the reunification of the Korean nation is an important goal for any responsible leader, yet normative
evaluations of reunification policies will differ over the means employed.
As a result of the two devastating world wars on the European continent, Europe ceased to be a
center of world politics and relegated the stage to the two superpowers. Despite the two world wars,
European nations seek another “European miracle” through the European Union. Yet another war on the
Korean peninsula would be a threat to the very existence of the Korean nation and the “long peace” in East
Asia which contributed to economic prosperity. It must be a sobering lesson which we can draw from the
study of the origins of the Korean War.
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